Abstract-We present in this paper a decentralized multirobot (aerial and ground) cooperation scheme for objects transportation. A team of ground mobile robots guided by a drone and a human operator moves in a coordinated way keeping a predefined formation in order to carry objects (tools, gas masks,...) in unsafe industrial areas. One ground mobile robot (leader) navigates among obstacles thanks to the waypoints provided by the drone and the human operator. The other ground mobile robots (followers) use a predictive vision based target tracking controller to keep a certain distance and bearing to the leader.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and related works
Multi-robot cooperation attracts increasingly the attention of researchers, essentially for the numerous advantages that brings the deployment of a multi-robot system to perform a specific task. It brings the problems to a simpler level when the task complexity is too high to be performed by a single-robot to accomplish [1] . Nevertheless, multi-robot cooperation raises different challenges, in particular, the resolution of problems related to perception, decision and action [2] . We can find in the literature a huge amount of works related to multi-robot systems, surveys can be found in [3] , [4] , and [5] .
A distinguished type of multi-robot cooperation is AirGround-Cooperation (AGC), where Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) work in a cooperative way in order to perform a given task. The main advantage that can be drawn from AGC is the complementary skills provided by each type to overcome the specific limitations of the others (payload, perception, velocities, computational abilities, etc...), endowing a complete system to achieve a specific mission with higher efficiency and better delays. Moreover, deploying UAVs and UGVs in a single mission allows to envisage a wide range of applications.
In [6] , an earthquake-damaged building scenario is used as an experimental field for providing a 3D map of the top three floors using a team of UAVs and UGVs. The main purpose of this work is to provide an insight of the degree of damage inside that building, and the team of robots (one UGV equipped with a laser rangefinder, one UAV also equipped with a laser rangefinder and a RGBD sensor) was able to fulfill the task (to map the three floors) in a relatively short period of time (one afternoon). Similar works using AGC for mapping missions can be found in [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . Another application of AGC is cooperative navigation, where usually the UAV acts like a remote sensor or a flying eye [11] . In this work the authors use a UAV that flies ahead the UGV to provide geo-referenced 3D geometry in order to navigate safely avoiding obstacles (holes and ditches). The experimental results were threefold: the first experimentation consists in using only onboard sensors of the UGV to navigate in the area. In the second experimentation the UGV uses a traversability map that was already captured by the UAV and its onboard sensors. The third experimentation is similar to the second one with difference of adding new obstacle to the environment that has not been mapped before. The main scenario where the UAV flies ahead the UGV was validated through simulations, but some experimentations were carried out with the UAV manually piloted. A follow-up of the previous work can be found in [12] . The authors improved mainly their perception system, the UGV is still provided with prior maps taken from the UAV. Another approach can be found in [13] to overcome the UGV sensors limitations to detect negative obstacles (holes, cliffs, etc...). An aerial unmanned helicopter is used to gather data of an area, each point of data has three components: global spacial position, color measurements (RGB), and laser reflectance power measurement. In order to generate the obstacles cost map, a neural network classifier is used to classify the covered area into four classes (road, grass, tree, and building). The processed data is used as an input for a UGV planner to navigate in the covered area. Other related work using AGC for cooperative navigation and state estimation can be found in [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [11] , [19] , [20] , [21] .
Extending these ideas, our team proposes a new scenario. We use a UAV to provide a global coverage for a team of UGVs during objects transportation. A human operator is in charge of supervising the team and providing waypoints to navigate safely in the area. For the team of UGVs we use a leader-follower approach. One UGV is designated at all times as a leader, while the other UGVs designated as the followers navigate in the area keeping a predefined distance and bearing to the leader using their embedded vision system. Visualbased formation has already largely been studied ( [22] , [23] , [24] ). The images acquired from an omnidirectional camera mounted on the leader allow to estimate the follower's pose. Thus the leader sends relative angular and linear velocities to the followers in order to maintain the desired formation. An 978-1-4799-7800-7/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEEomnidirectional camera offers a wide view, but it also needs important computational resources and complex algorithms (pose estimation). In our work, a pan-tilt colored camera is embedded on each follower, and a vision based tracking controller has been designed [25] to extract the distance and the bearing angle to a colored marker mounted on the leader.
B. Contribution and organization
Our contribution is twofold: in the previous related works, a first flight of the drone over the inspected area is always performed before the beginning of the mission. A traversability map is then processed to provide a trajectory to the UGV.
The first contribution of our work consists in providing a real-time navigation scheme. The UAV flies over the area to provide a global coverage, and to assist a UGV in real-time to navigate safely avoiding obstacles. To provide the real-time navigation scheme without the need to have a per-processed map, a human operator is included to select waypoints by monitoring the global and local coverages, making the architecture interactive, and applicable to real scenarios. For numerous reasons, monitoring, surveillance and inspection of industrial sites belonging to Seveso category (highly critical sites) cannot be performed without a constant and careful attention of human experts.
The second contribution concerns the visual-based formation. In the previous works, the leader is always responsible for observing the followers state. It sends the necessary linear and angular velocities of each follower to maintain a predefined configuration. We use in our work a leaderfollower approach, with the difference that each follower is considered as an independent entity. It uses its embedded color vision system to estimate the leader's pose (distance and bearing of the colored marker mounted on the leader) to regulate the linear and angular velocities accordingly. Thus no communication between the team members is required, what makes our proposed architecture does not need significant computational and communication requirements. This paper is organized as follows: we present in section II the problem statement, and discuss the envisaged scheme. Section III presents the architecture design. We give in section IV some simulation and experimental results, and we conclude in section V the present work and discuss future perspectives.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A UAV (drone) is used to guide among obstacles ( Figure  1 ) a team of UGVs (mobile robots) to perform objects transportation tasks (tools, gas masks,...) in unsafe industrial areas. The video flow is sent continuously to the ground station from the camera mounted on the UAV. It is used in real time to provide localization information to a UGV (that we will designate as a leader) to navigate in the industrial area through the on-the-go waypoints selected by a human operator.
The other UGVs are called followers and are used to carry heavy loads. As the leader navigates to each next waypoint, these followers take the leader as a target and follow it keeping a certain separation distance and bearing in order to form a specific configuration that can be defined prior, or during the mission. In our study, we used two followers, but this number can be extended depending on the mission goals. 
A. Hardware configuration
We will consider in this work three similar non-holonomic, unicycle-like wheeled mobile robot (UGV) and a quadcopter drone (UAV) equipped with a color camera. The video flow is sent continuously to the ground station where it will be processed to extract the position and the orientation of the leader relative to the next waypoint. These information are then sent to the leader to correct its trajectory in real time using a non-linear kinematic controller.
B. Overall architecture
We can divide our architecture ( Figure 2 ) in two layers: Drone-Leader layer, and Leader-Followers layer. We will explain in the next section the functionality as well as the controllers design of each layer. In the first layer (leader-followers), the followers use their embedded vision system to track the leader keeping a predefined configuration (Figure 3) . The embedded vision system is assumed to be located at a distance L from Y F , the y-axis of the UGV coordinate frame (Figure 4) . The vision system outputs are the distance (range) z and the orientation (bearing) θ of a follower relative to the moving target (leader). The control objective (Figure 4) consists in regulating the distance z and the bearing angle θ as follows:
Where z 0 is the predefined separation distance, and θ 0 is the predefined bearing angle. θ 0 is + π 6 for the first follower (right), and − π 6 for the second follower (left) (Figure 3) . As the leader moves at unknown velocities, and because of the non-holonomic constraints of the UGVs, the distance z cannot be regulated to z 0 permanently, it has to be bounded with an upper allowable distance z 1 .
1)
and e Y F corresponding to the differences between the initial and the tracking state:
The time derivatives of e XF and e Y F are given by:
e XF andė Y F depends on the UGV's velocities (u,r) and the target's velocities along the X F and Y F axes, denoted as T V XF , T V Y F , thus (3) can be written as follows:
r.L is the linear velocity of the point on the UGV at which the embedded vision system is located. The angle θ can vary between −π/2 and +π/2 due to mechanical restrictions. We propose the following stable error dynamic equations:
Where (K > 0) is a proportional gain, substituting (2) and (3), this leads to:
Since the target's velocities (T V XF , T V Y F ) are unknown, we propose the following non-linear kinematic controller:
2) Stability analysis: We consider the following Lyapunov candidate function:
Its time derivative can be written as: 
respectively, where (T V XF ) and (T V Y F ) represent bounds on the target's velocity components satisfying |T V XF | < T V XF and |T V Y F | < T V Y F . These tracking errors can never become zero because the target velocities are unknown to the controller. However, large gain K leads to small error bounds. That is why we are going to propose in the next section an automatic tuning of the proportional gain K resting on the use of a predictive double exponential smoothing algorithm.
3) DES algorithm: The Double Exponential Smoothing (DES) algorithm [26] has been implemented to smoothen the uncertain measurement given by the vision system. The DES algorithm runs approximately 135 times faster with equivalent prediction performances and simpler implementations compared to a Kalman filter.
The DES algorithm at time instant n.T e , where T e is the sampling period and n is the discrete-time index, implemented for both the distance (z) and bearing angle (θ) measurements is given as follows:
Where: z n , θ n are the values of z and θ at nth sample instant. S zn , S θn are the smoothed values of z and θ. b zn and b θn are the trend values.
Equations (11) and (13) smooth the values of the sequence of measurements by taking into account the trend, whilst (12) and (14) smooth and update the trend. The m (m > 0) steps ahead forecast of the next position (z) estimation is:
The initial values given to S zn , S θn , b zn and b θn are:
Usually, γ (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) is called the data smoothing factor and λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is called the trend smoothing factor. A compromise has to be found for the values of γ and λ. High values make the DES algorithm follow the trend more accurately whilst small values make it generate smoother results. By using the DES algorithm, the non-linear kinematic controller (7) becomes:
In (17), the smoothed values are used instead of the direct noisy measurements of z and θ. F Zn+m the prediction of z in (15) can now be used for the auto-tuning of the proportional gain (K) in the non-linear kinematic controller as follows:
In discrete time (sampling period T e ), (18) can be written as:
The proportional gain K increases or decreases stepwise. This auto-tuning allows to satisfy the control objective (1), since the distance z can never be regulated to z 0 permanently due to the random motion of the target, the non-holonomic restrictions and the dynamic properties of the UGV. The value of z * 0 is chosen according to equation (1) to satisfy the control objective (namely the allowable upper bound specification): z 0 < z * 0 < z 1 .
D. Second layer: Drone-Leader
A UAV equipped with a colored camera is used to provide a global coverage of the industrial area. It assists the UGV (leader) in navigation among obstacles. The UAV flies at a constant altitude, keeping the UGV (leader) in the center of the image plan (visual servoing). Waypoints are assigned in the image plan by a human operator according to the free-space navigation ( Figure 5 ). The UGV (leader) navigates through the selected waypoints, followed continuously by the UAV (this work is under submission). Note that the classical pinhole model [27] is used to estimate the reference values of d and α in the world frame. They were previously extracted in pixels (image processing). Odometry is used to estimate the UGV's current state to its next waypoint.
Let us consider ( Figure 5 ) the following distance errors on X L and Y L axes respectively:
The time derivative of the distance errors (20) , which depends on both the leader's velocities (u, r) and the target's velocities along the X L and Y L axes, denoted as T V X L and T V Y L , are given by:
Where rL corresponds to the linear velocity of R h (blue marker).
T V X L and T V Y L are null since the leader's target is a waypoint. We propose then the following stable error dynamic equations:ė
Where K > 0 is the proportional gain of the leader's controller. Note that for large values of the distance d, a saturation is implemented to consider the limitations of the electrical drives that control the WMR's wheels.
Starting from (22) we propose the following non-linear kinematic controller:
Stability analysis can be studied starting from the same Lyapunov function (8) , which shows that the stability of our proposed controller (23) is guaranteed.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulation results
We will present in this section simulation results of the proposed architecture. We simulated a real-like scenario to navigate in the transportation area through the given waypoints. For each UGV (leader and followers), we have used the dynamic model described in [25] and [27] . Simulations have been carried out with Matlab-Simulink software (sampling period: 10ms). For the follower's non-linear kinematic controllers, we used the same parameters as in [25] except for the bearing angle (θ 0 = ±π/6) and the distance z 0 = 80cm. For the UGV's non-linear kinematic controller we used the following parameters: L = 18cm, K = 0.1. The simulated scenario consists in giving waypoints to navigate in a specific area avoiding obstacles. Figure 6 shows the trajectories of each UGV. The simulation showed the efficiency of the developed architecture and the proposed controllers. The leader is able to follow the given waypoints and the followers are able to navigate using it as a target while keeping a predefined separation distance and bearing angle.
In figures 7,8,9, we notice that the mean distance between the UGVs is around 98cm. It corresponds to the addition of the given distance to be maintained between the UGVs z 0 =80cm and L=18cm, which confirms the efficiency of our developed controller (17) . We can see (Figure 6 ) that the leader's trajectory is discontinuous. It stops at each waypoint to change its direction to the next one, which explains the peaks on figures 7,8,9. They correspond to the moment when the leader changes its direction for a new waypoint, creating a sharp variation in the corresponding distance between him and the followers. Note that maintaining the distance between the three UGVs means the maintain of the desired angle θ 0 . Fig. 7 . Distance between the leader and the follower 1 
B. Experimental results
We created a user interface using the development environment Processing [28] running on the ground station, where a human operator can supervise in real time the UGVs through a video flow received continuously from the camera mounted beneath the UAV. The human operator can select waypoints in the image by a simple click on the desired position. The program extracts and send the distance d and the orientation α to the leader via ZigBee module (IEEE 802.15.4) at a 50Hz frequency (real time interrupt). Because we do not yet have access to position measurements in the inertial frame (using for example VICON MX system), the results concerning the leader-followers layer are limited to simulations trials only. Figure 10 shows that the UGV, after clicking on the desired waypoint, used the bearing angle α and the distance d received from the ground station, to navigate successfully to that point.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced in this paper a control scheme for a multirobot system where a group of UGVs and a UAV work for a transportation task. One UGV is designated at all times to be the leader of a team of UGVs (followers). A UAV is used to provide a global coverage of the area allowing the leader to navigate safely in the transportation area through waypoints selected by a human operator. Each follower is considered as an independent entity. It navigates using a predictive vision based target tracking controller taking the leader as a target, what makes the communication and computational requirements kept at a lower level. The tracking algorithm can be improved by endowing the follower's controllers by the leader's velocity, which will limit the distance errors between the UGVs and thus will improve the proposed architecture for cooperatively transporting a single heavy load.
